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Abstract
Many long-term air pollution and climatemonitoring stations face the issue of increasing
anthropogenic activities in their vicinity. Furthermore, the spatial representativeness of the sites is
often not entirely understood especially inmountainous terrainwith complex topographic features.
This study presents a 5-year comparison of parallel aerosolmeasurements (total particle number
concentration and equivalent black carbonmass concentration) at the Jungfraujoch in the Swiss Alps
(JFJ, 3580m a.s.l.), and an adjacentmountain ridge, the Jungfrau East Ridge (JER, 3705ma.s.l.), in
1000mair-line distance to themain site. The parallel aerosolmeasurements reveal characteristic
differences in the diurnal variations between the two sites under certain specificmeteorological
conditions. Our analysis estimates that on 20%–40%of the days local activities at the Jungfraujoch
have a clear influence on themeasured time series of the total aerosol number concentration and the
equivalent black carbonmass concentration. This influence ismainly seen in formof strong isolated
spikes rather than by an increase in the on-site background concentration. They can thus beflagged
during the data quality assurance process andfiltered from thosemeasurement parameters available at
high time resolution. Removing the spikes from the original time series results in dailymean values for
the total aerosol number concentration and equivalent black carbonmass concentration that are
5%–10% lower compared to the original signals. During nighttimewith hardly any local pollution
sources that cause spikes this percentage decreases towards 0%. The signal baselines at the
Jungfraujoch and Jungfrau East Ridge correlate well duringmore than 50%of the days.

1. Introduction

At theHighAltitude Research Station Jungfraujoch in the Swiss Alps (Switzerland, 3580m a.s.l., hereafter called
JFJ)manifold properties of atmospheric aerosol have been continuouslymeasured formore than 25 years. Along
with the research activities at the Jungfraujoch, the site is a worldwide renowned destination for tourism.Due to
its high elevation and extensivemeasurement activities, the research facility has been recognized as a global
baseline station for themeasurement of atmospheric constituents in a large number of studies (see e.g. review
article by Bukowiecki et al 2016).Many of the performed long-termmeasurements are also embedded in
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internationalmeasurement networks such as theGlobal AtmosphereWatch programof theWorld
Meteorological Organization (GAW/WMO) and the EuropeanResearch Infrastructure Consortia ICOS
(IntegratedCarbonObservation System) andACTRIS (European Research Infrastructure for the observation of
Aerosol, Clouds andTraceGases). In the research field of atmospheric aerosols, the site also has played an
important role in themechanistic examination of aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g.Motos et al 2019) and
atmospheric nucleation (e.g. Bianchi et al 2016).

Temporal changes in aerosol properties at the JFJ aremainly given by seasonal and diurnal variations, due to
themeteorological pattern and the special geographical position of the site on a ridge. In summer, injection
of air parcels by thermal convection from the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) often reaches the site in the
afternoon, and for Southeast wind directions the JFJ remains in the aerosol residual layer during the night
(Lugauer et al 1998). This leads to an increase in the aerosol loading of the airmasses sampled at the JFJ. In
winter, this process does not play an important role, and the JFJ is considered to bewithin the free troposphere
most of the time (Herrmann et al 2015, Poltera et al 2017).

Most studies have so far been performed directly at the site, and only a few studies looked atmeteorological
effects around the site (Kammermann et al 2010, Ketterer et al 2014, Poltera et al 2017), and their possible
influence on the aerosol parameters and trace gas concentrations. This study presents a 5-year comparison of
aerosolmeasurements with parallelmeasurements at an adjacentmountain ridge, Jungfrau East Ridge (3705m
a.s.l., hereafter called JER), The presented dataweremeasured betweenOctober 2014 andDecember 2019, plus
an additional time period in spring 2020 during the site lockdowndue to the covid-19 pandemic. The time series
of both sites are used to assess the relevance of local emissions at the JFJ and JER. Furthermore, the diurnal
variations of the aerosol parameters available at both sites are analyzed for systematic differences thatmay be
caused by different airmasses at the two sites under certainmeteorological conditions. In a companion paper to
this article, CO2measurementsmade at both sites are compared and discussed (Affolter et al 2021).

2.Methods

2.1. Site description
TheHighAltitude Research Station Jungfraujoch (3580m a.s.l., 46°32′N7°59′E, is located on an exposed
anticline. The Jungfrau East Ridge (JER, 3705ma.s.l.), is in 1000m air-line distance to the JFJ site. Both sites are
interconnected via a tunnel. Figure 1 shows the topography and locations of the two sites. Further details about
the two sites are given byAffolter et al (2021).

2.2. Instrumentation
Themass concentration of equivalent black carbon (eBC)wasmeasured at both sites using a seven-wavelength
aethalometer (AE33,Magee Scientific Inc. USA)with a time resolution of 5 min. For conversion of themeasured
filter attenuation into eBCmass concentration (hereafter calledmeBC), the standardmass attenuation coefficient
value and the instrument internal loading compensationwas applied (Drinovec et al 2015). The total particle

Figure 1.Geographical location of the Jungfraujoch (JFJ, 3580ma.s.l.) and Jungfrau East Ridge (JER, 3705m a.s.l.) sites in the Swiss
Alps. Sources: left: topographicmap reproducedwith permission from© swisstopo; top right: reproducedwith permission from©
SWITCH.CH.
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number concentration (hereafter calledNtot)wasmeasured by a condensation particle counter (CPC)model
3772 at JFJ and aCPCmodel 3775 at JER, both instrumentsmanufactured byTSI Inc., USA. The applied CPCs
have different lower 50% cutoff diameters (10 nm for theCPC3772 and 7 nm for theCPC3775). The effect of
this cutoff on the comparability of the data is discussed in the Results section. All themeasured datawere quality
assured according to the recommendations given by theGlobal AtmosphereWatch program (GAW2016). A
comprehensive list of all parametersmeasuredwithin the long-termprogram at the JFJ is given in Bukowiecki
et al (2016).Meteorological data used in this studywere obtained from the Federal Office ofMeteorology and
ClimatologyMeteoSwiss (wind direction at JFJ) and from ceilometermeasurements at a nearby valley site at
2061ma.s.l in 5.5 kmdistance to the JFJ site, providing the top edge of the continuous aerosol layer (TCAL) and
the convective boundary layer height (CBLH). The top of the continuous aerosol layer (CAL) is defined as the
uninterrupted aerosol region along the backscatter profile starting from the ground and reaching thefirst
discontinuity in the aerosol distribution. The top of theCAL (TCAL) is defined as the height of the retrieved
discontinuity (Poltera et al 2017).

2.3. Spike analysis and statistical assessment of diurnal variations
An automated algorithmwas applied toflag spikes in the originalmeBC andNtot time series. The applied spike
detection algorithm involves several steps. First, a signal baseline is determined for the 1minNtot data and the 30
minmeBC data, by calculating a running 10min 5%percentile forNtot and a running 2 hminimum formeBC. The
window size and the percentile valuewere optimized for each parameter by stepwise variation of the two
quantities, leading to a set of valueswhere the resulting baseline isminimally influenced by the signal spikes but
at the same time has aminimal negative offset to the original signal. Subsequently the baseline is subtracted from
the original time series to obtain the isolated spikes time series. Finally, a spike flag is applied to the data periods
whenever a 1min value of theNtot spikes time series exceeds the 80th percentile within a 60min timewindow
around it by 1000 cm−3 ormore. Equivalently, formeBC the 50min 80%percentile and a threshold of 50 ngm−3

is used. The individual values of the applied running percentiles were varied for each instrument to optimally
identify individual peaks andminimize the detection of false peaks such as randomnoise at low concentrations.
The result of all runswas empirically inspected, tomanually assess the number of ‘false’ counts and double
counts. Details are provided infigure S1 of the supplementary information to this article (available online at
stacks.iop.org/ERC/3/021001/mmedia).

To quantify individual features of the observed diurnal variations at JFJ and JER, several statisticalmeasures
are shown in table 1. For the R2 values, only full days with all parameters available were considered (1124 out of
1929 days).

Figure 2.Dailymean values of the particle total number concentration (Ntot) and the eBCmass concentration (meBC)measured at JFJ
and JER (panels a and b), plus the difference of the dailymean values (panels c and d). Spikes are not removed in the shown time series.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Time series
Figure 2 shows daily average values ofNtot (panel a) andmeBC (panel b) both for JFJ and JER, before elimination
of the identified spikes. The distinctive seasonality with very low concentrations inwinter (meBC:<50 ngm−3,
Ntot<500 cm−3) and higher concentrations in summertime due to injections of PBL air into the free
troposphere (see Bukowiecki et al 2016 and references therein) is observed at both sites for the diurnal averages.
Additionally, the concentration difference is shown in the bottom two panels. For themeBC difference
(figure 2(d)) there is aweak seasonality, with concentration differences close to zero duringwinter and positive
concentration differences (meaning higher concentrations at JFJ than JER) during summer for days withABL
influencewhere 50–100 ngm−3 are regularly reached. In contrast, there is no seasonality inNtot, and there seems
to be a long-termdrift towards amore negative concentration difference (meaning lower concentrations at JFJ).
The concentration difference for an identical aerosol at JFJ and JER is per se zero or negative due to the different
CPC cutoffs (the JERCPChas a lower size cutoff and thusmeasuresmore particles, see section 2.2). Themain
hypothesis is that this observed driftmay be due to decreasing number concentrations at JFJ, as a result of
measures that were introduced in 2017 by the railway company to protect the air qualitymonitoring from local
pollution. This hypothesis will be tested and assessed in section 3.3 (spike analysis).

3.2.Diurnal variations
Despite the similarity in the seasonality of the daily averages, the diurnal variations ofmeBC andNtot regularly
showdistinctive differences between the two sites.

At the JFJ,Ntot andmeBC concentrations are influenced by different sources. The aerosol number
concentration (with diameter d> 10 nm) is sensitive to:

(a) PBL influenced airmasses leading to ‘moderate’ concentrations (Herrmann et al 2015),

(b) newparticle formationwith bursts/‘bananas’ up to 20’000 cm−3, Tröstl et al (2016),

(c) helicopter exhaust with spikes up to 10’000 cm−3 (based on many years of on-site eye observations,
helicopter gas turbine engines are known to be a very significant source of particulate number
concentrations, see e.g. Cain et al (2013)),

Table 1.Parameters used in this study to quantify the diurnal variations of the total particle number concentration (Ntot) and the equivalent
black carbonmass concentration (meBC) at the Jungfraujoch (JFJ) and Jungfrau East Ridge (JER). The time resolution is 1 min forNtot data
and 30 min formeBC data.

Parameter name Description Proxy for:

Sig(Ntot, JFJ)
Sig(Ntot, JER)

Original signal Meteorological variation and local pollution
Sig(meBC, JFJ)
Sig(meBC, JER)

Base(Ntot, JFJ)
Base(Ntot, JER)

Signal baseline Meteorological variation
Base(meBC, JFJ)
Base(meBC, JER)

Spike(Ntot, JFJ)
Spike(Ntot, JER)

Number of spikes per day Local sources (pollution and/or nucleation)
Spike(meBC, JFJ)
Spike(meBC, JER)

IQR(Ntot,JFJ,sig/base)
IQR(Ntot,JER,sig/base) Baseline or signal IQR

(interquartile range) per day
amplitude of planetary boundary layer

influence (baseline) and/or spikes (signal)IQR(meBC,JFJ,sig/base)
IQR(meBC,JER,sig/base)

R2(Ntot,JFJ/JER,sig)
Correlation (R2) between JER and JFJ signal per day general similarity of diurnal signal variation

R2 (meBC,JFJ/JER,sig)

R2 (Ntot,JFJ/JER,base) Correlation (R2) between JER and JFJ baseline per day general similarity of diurnal baseline variation
R2 (meBC,JFJ/JER, base)
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(d) cigarette smoke from the tourist platform 10 m underneath the inlet with spikes up to 10’000 cm−3

(Fröhlich et al 2015).

The eBCmass concentration on the other hand is sensitive toABL influenced airmasses (‘moderate’
concentrations), as well as to local combustion processes in general (e.g. diesel generators applied during
constructionwork) and snow cat emissions, see Bukowiecki et al (2016) and references therein.

Figure 3(a) shows awintertime example daywith virtually identical signals at the two sites, with low absolute
values. The summertime example given infigure 3(b) also shows similar butmore distinct diurnal variations
(larger interquartile range) for both sites and both instruments.Ntot at JER is constantly higher compared to JFJ,
due to the presence of nucleationmode particles, which are frequently and sometimes persistently present
(Tröstl et al 2016) and are captured differently by the different lower size cutoffs of the twoCPCs (see
section 2.2). Figure 3(c) shows an example daywith very frequent and intense daytime spikes in the total aerosol
number concentrationmeasured at JFJ, whereas the signal baselines are virtually identical for both instruments
and both sites. This is regularly observed at fair weather dayswith a high number of tourists at JFJ on the various
outdoor platforms near the aerosol sampling inlet. This will be quantified in section 3.4. A further example is
given in figure 3(d), with clear differences inNtot andmeBC at the two sites being detected on dayswhen the two
sites do not reside in the same airmass (for example during foehnwind conditions with strongwinds from

Figure 3.Example days exhibiting different characteristic and frequently observed diurnal patterns of the total particle number
concentration (Ntot) and the eBCmass concentration (meBC) at the two sites JFJ and JER. The time resolution forNtot data is 1 min and
30 min formeBC data. The interpretation of the examples is given in section 3.2.
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South, see additionalfigure S2 in the supplementary information). Finally, distinct signal differences inNtot

between JFJ and JER are regularly observed on days with newparticle formation occurring at or near the two
sites. An example for this situation is shown infigure 3(e) for a fair weather day.WhilemeBC shows an almost
identical diurnal variation for both sites (caused by the summertime PBL injections), new particle formationfirst
causes a steep increase inNtot at JFJ andwith a time lag of about an hour also at JER. Later in the afternoon, the
decay ofNtot andmeBCfirst starts at JER. Figure S3 in the supplementary information shows additional
meteorological data and number size distributions for this example. This typical case of newparticle formation
at fair weather days is regularly observed at JFJ and has been addressed in a row of studies (Bianchi et al 2016,
Tröstl et al 2016).

While the examples given infigures 3(a)–(e) show selected dayswith an isolated occurrence of the discussed
phenomena, they often occur simultaneously, as exemplified for a 4-day period infigure 3(f).

3.3. Spike analysis
The frequently occurring spikes illustrated infigure 3(c)were systematically examined applying the spike
analysis presented in section 2.3. Figures 4(a)–(c) show themonthly spike frequencies for the individual
instruments and the two sites (shown asmonthly average of the number of spikes per day). At JFJ, the seasonal
variation of the spike frequency of the individual parameters is in general similar to the seasonal pattern of the
visitor numbers, i.e. with higher values in summertime compared towintertime. In contrast, the spikes detected
at JER showno clear seasonality or temporal variation, and the spikes detected formeBC seemmore influenced by
instrumental noise rather than by real spikes. This supports the basic assumption thatmore visitors and touristic
activities results inmore spikes in the aerosol parametersmeasured at JFJ. However, the extent of spike
frequency varies between years. InMarch 2017, signsweremounted on the tourist platformwith the voluntary
invitation to refrain from smoking. ForNtot the spike frequency clearly follows the visitor numbers for 2015,
2016 (most spikes), and also for 2018 thoughwith a lower spike to tourist ratio, while the spike frequency in 2017
and 2019was clearly lower for and less correlated to the seasonal tourist counts. For themeBC concentrations on
the other hand, the highest spike frequencies at JFJ were observed in 2017, together with a good correlation to the
tourist counts, while all other years show lower spike frequencies. This different year-to-year behavior of theNtot

Figure 4.Monthlymean values of the number of identified spikes per day at JFJ and JER forNtot (panel a),meBC (panel b) andCO2

(panel c). Additionally, themonthlymean of the number of visitors per day is indicated in arbitrary units.
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Figure 5.Monthlymean values of the number of identified spikes per day at JFJ and JER forNtot for 2019 and 2020, illustrating the
decrease of spikes during the closure of the JFJ touristic activities during theCovid-19 lockdown fromMarch toMay 2020.

Figure 6.Top panels:Monthly average values of the diurnal interquartile range (IQR, panel a forNtot, panel b formeBC) at JFJ and JER.
Bottompanels:Monthly average values of the daily correlation coefficient (R2) between JFJ and JER signals and baselines, forNtot

(panel c, based on 1-min data) andmeBC (panel d, based on 30min data).
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Table 2. Summary statistics for frequently observed patterns in the diurnal variations ofNtot andmeBCmeasured at JFJ and JER. The respective plots of the diurnal variations are shown in figure 3. The categories were defined using the
parameters shown in table 1. Statistics are shown for the geometricmean diameter (GMD) of the particle number size distribution (obtained from scanningmobility particle sizer data from JFJ), for the top of the continuous aerosol layer
(TCAL) and the convective boundary layer height (CBLH, both obtained from ceilometermeasurements at a nearby valley site, see section 2.2), as well as for the daily percentage of wind arriving at JFJ from the South (between 100 and 200
degree).

Main category Unit Statistics a b c d e

Cleanwinter day Summer daywith high PBL influence Dayswith strong spikes at JFJ Different baselines New particle formationbClassification according to examples in section 3.1
(figure 3(a)) (figure 3(b)) (figure 3(c)) (figure 3(d)) (figure 3(e))

Definition according table 1 IQR ↓ IQR(Ntot,JFJ,sig/base) ↑
↓: low

Spikes ↓ IQR ↑ Spikes (JFJ) ↑ IQR (meBC,JFJ base) ↑ IQR(Ntot,JER,sig/base) ↑
↑: high

R2(Ntot,JFJ/JER,sig) ↑
a R2 ↑ R2(Ntot,JFJ/JER,sig) ↓ R2 (meBC,JFJ/JER,base)↓ R2(Ntot,JFJ/JER,sig) ↓

R2(meBC,JFJ/JER,sig) ↓

Occurrence %ofDays 5.5 4.5 31.7 4.7 5.2

Number of days (of 1124 days in total) 62 51 356 53 59

Predominantmonths/season Nov,Dec, Jan Jul, Aug May toOct, Dec Spring, Autumn Spring, Autumn

Geom.MeanDiameter [nm]

Average 56 77 73 88 66
Median 55 78 68 89 62

1stQuartile 45 62 55 73 50
3rdQuartile 65 92 88 102 79

TCAL [ma.s.l.]

Average 3017 3124 3119 3190 3090

Median 2990 3086 3075 3195 3036
1stQuartile 2928 2959 2950 2975 2921

3rdQuartile 3095 3276 3264 3343 3182

CBLH [ma.s.l.]

Average 2574 2740 2710 2808 2714

Median 2503 2650 2635 2650 2637
1stQuartile 2342 2415 2412 2430 2445

3rdQuartile 2772 2951 2913 3041 2950

SWind perDay at JFJ [%]

Average 29 36 30 40 33

Median 0 29 17 29 29
1stQuartile 0 0 0 0 4

3rdQuartile 63 54 54 79 56

a Low signal correlation due to instrumental noise at low concentrations, see text (section 3.4).
b This category does not reflect the total number of days with newparticle formation, but the number of days with significant differences between JFJ and JER due to newparticle formation.
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andmeBC spikes, alongwith highly variable seasonal correlationswith the tourist counts, underlines that the
spikes are not a simple function of total tourist number but depend on their actual activities, weather and
multiple local sources: forNtotmainly smoking on the outside platforms, plus helicopter traffic, and formeBC

mainly combustion engines fromon-site construction, as well as snow cats preparing the snowwalks etc. For
example, the probability for spikes due to smoking also depends on theweather at the site, since this has a direct
influence on the possibility or willingness for the tourists to go outside, and on the likelihood that cigarette
smoke actually reaches the inlet before being blown away.

Finally, the bottompanel infigure 4 shows that alsoCO2 exhibits the sameNtot spike patterns at the two sites.
This is possibly due to theCO2 exhalation by the tourists visiting the visitor platformunderneath the inlets, as
explained inmore detail in the companion paper to this article (Affolter et al 2021).

Although this paper focuses on the 5-year period 2014–2019, the spike analysis was also performed forNtot

for 2020, and shows a clear decrease of spikes during the shutdownof the JFJ touristic activities fromMarch to
May 2020 during theCovid-19 pandemic, see figure 5.

The spikes detected by the algorithmwere also used to address the question of how strongly daily average
values are influenced by the spikes. For the considered time period, the diurnal variation of the time series with
the spikes removed is between 5 and 10% lower compared to the original signal both forNtot andmeBC. During
nighttimewith hardly any local pollution sources that cause spikes (with exception of occasional construction
work in the site tunnels), the deviation decreases towards 0%.Details are given infigure S4 in the supplementary
information.

3.4. Spatial differences between the sites
While the spike analysis discussed so far gives an indication of the quantitative influence of local emission
sources, it does not consider any systematic differences between the two sites that are e.g. caused by different air
masses. To assess any combined effect of local sources and airmass differences at the two sites, the interquartile
range (IQR) and the Pearson correlation coefficient R2 of the parameters given in table 1were calculated for each
individual day and are shown infigure 6 asmonthlymean values.While the IQR forNtot is around 200 cm

−3 in
winter, it peaks up to 400–600 cm−3 in summer due to the increased ABL injections and the local touristic
emissions. The respective values formeBC are 10–20 ngm

−3 and 40–80 ngm−3. The R2 values for the dailyNtot

JFJ/JER correlations are per definition equal or higher for the signal baselines (0.7<R2<0.8) compared to the
original signals including the spikes (<0.4). In contrast, the R2 values for the dailymeBC JFJ/JER correlations do
not significantly differ for the baseline and the original signal but rather show a strong seasonality with R2<0.3
inwinter and>0.6 in summer. This is explained by the fact that a) there aremuch lessmeBC spikes compared to
Ntot (see figure 4) and b) thatmeBC is very low inwinter with 30min values reaching the instrument noise level
which transfers into a lowR2.

Basedon these seasonal characteristics, threshold valueswere defined for thedaily spike frequencies (figure 4) and
thedaily IQRandR2values (figure 6). These threshold criteria (listed in table 3)wereused to calculate thepercentage
of dayswhere the individual parameters show ‘increased values’ i.e.where theparameters exceed thedefined
threshold.These threshold values canbeused to attempt amorequantitative approach to assess the example
categories for typical diurnal variations shown infigure 3 anddiscussed in section3.2. The results are shown in table 2
and additionally include the geometricmeandiameter (GMD)of the JFJ particle number size distribution, aswell as
the topof continuous aerosol layer (TCAL) aswell as the convective boundary layer height (CBLH)measured above a
valley site at 5 kmair-line distance from the two sites at 2061ma.s.l. These parameters are used as consistency check,
while the classification is exclusively basedon the threshold analysis. Category (a), (clearwinter days) shows that both
theTCALand theCBLHare lower compared to the other categories, confirming the reducedABL influence in
wintertime. In linewithHerrmann et al (2015), the aerosol particles are smaller (lowerGMD) inwintertime
compared to the other seasons,which is a combined effect of different airmasses anddifferent PBLconditions.Also
for category (e) (newparticle formation), the summary statistics for theGMDas expected show lower values for this
category compared to the other categories (with exceptionof category a). Finally, the slightly increasedpercentage of
Southwind in category (d) supports the observed cases of South foehnwind that fall into this category (see alsofigure
S2 in the supplementary information).However,while the summary statistics in table 2help confirming the semi-
quantitative characterizationof the observed ‘typical’diurnal variations at JFJ and JER, amoredetailedquantification
of the individual processes (Foehnwind, newparticle formation,PBL influence) exceeds the scopeof this paper.

Table 2 also shows that the overall percentageof the isolatedoccurrence of the individual categories is low, i.e.
below10%with exceptionof category (c) (dayswithhigh spikes at JFJ, 32%). As alreadydiscussed in section3.2 and
shown infigure 3 (f),most days throughout the year are influencedby a combinationofmore thanoneor even all of
the above categories. Tobetter quantify the co-influenceof the individual categories, table 3 lists the percentage of
dayswhere the individual parameters defined in table 1 show ‘increased values’ i.e.where theparameters exceed the
defined threshold.At the same time, the table also checks the ‘co-match’of the other parameters, i.e. if theother
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parameters exceed their own threshold valueduring thesedays.As an example, thediurnal interquartile range forNtot

is higher than400 cm−3 for 30%of all days (purple number in columnA). For 92%of these selecteddays also the
interquartile rangeofNtot at JER is higher than400 cm−3 (rowB in columnA), and for 75%of the selecteddays theR2

for the baseline correlationbetween JERand JFJ forNtot is higher than0.6 (rowF in columnA).
Table 3 shows that virtually all threshold criteria have a co-matchof oneormoreof the other criteria.Notably, the

co-match for all of themeBC relatedparameterswith theNtot relatedparameters is rather low (<50%; lower left
quadrant of the table). This indicates thatmost diurnal variations ofNtot are predominantly influencedby either the
Ntot specific local sources (cigarettes, helicopters)orbynewparticle formation,whereas thePBL influence (which is a
maindriver formeBC) is oftenhidden forNtotby theother sources.Vice versa, the co-match for all of theNtot related
parameterswith themeBC relatedparameters is rather low (<50%;upper right quadrant of the table), with the
exceptionof theNtotbase line correlationbetween JFJ and JER.This is likely a combined effect of instrumental
behavior andPBL influence, i.e. as soon as theABL influenceboth at JFJ and JER is high enough (high IQR) so that the
measured30min averagesmeasuredby the aethalometer are clearly above thenoise level, a real baseline correlation
evolves (highR2).Obviously, during thedayswith very strongABL influence seen inmeBC, theABL influence is also
strong enough todominate the baseline correlationbetween JFJ and JER forNtot.

Finally, table 3 also shows that the baseline correlation between JFJ and JER forNtot is high for 61%of the
days (columnF), which is an important key number to assess the spatial comparability of the two sites. The
respective percentage is lower formeBC, (31%, column L) but cannot be used for further interpretation because it
is affected by the instrumental noise duringwintertime.

4. Conclusions

Most background air pollutionmonitoring stations, especially in regions accessible for tourists such as the Alps
have faced or are likely to face an increased development in their vicinity (new roads, newbuildings, helicopter

Table 3.Percentage of number of days exceeding specific threshold criteria A-F of the parameters used to characterize diurnal variations
at JFJ and JER (interquartile range, number of spikes and Pearson correlation coefficient) for the entire 5-year period. The threshold criteria
are indicated in the table header. The resulting percentages for each category A-F are shown in the diagonal (purple, bigger font size).
Additionally, each column of the table shows the ‘co-match’ of the other threshold criteria, i.e. the percentage of days within the considered
criterionwhere the other parameters also exceed their own threshold criterion (smaller font italic percentages, columnwise color-coded for
better readability). A reading example is given in the text.
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flights,mass gatherings). The pollutant emissions of these activities and their potential influence on the
measured time series need to be carefully assessed and addressed, especially with respect to the statistical
treatment of the long-termdata. A second aspect to be considered is the spatial representativeness of a
monitoring site. Despite the progressesmade in the assessment of spatial variability through instrument
miniaturization and sampling/probing technology (e.g. using unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs), a statistically
satisfying assessment of the spatial representativeness is hard to get.

Thisworkhas addressedbothof these aspects for the aerosolmonitoring at the JFJ andused a spike analysis as
well as an analysis of the diurnal variations as an attempt toquantify the effects that are frequently observed in the
visual data inspection.Our analysis estimates that on20%–40%of thedays local activities at the Jungfraujochhave a
clear influenceon themeasured time series of the total aerosol number concentration and the equivalent black
carbonmass concentration.This influence ismainly seen in formof strong isolated spikes rather thanby an increase
in the on-site backgroundconcentration.These spikes can thus beflaggedduring thedataquality assuranceprocess
andfiltered from thosemeasurement parameters available at high time resolution.Removing the spikes from the
original time series results in dailymeanvalues for the total aerosol number concentration and equivalent black
carbonmass concentration that are 5%–10% lower compared to the original signals.Duringnighttimewithhardly
any local pollution sources that cause spikes this percentage decreases towards 0%.The signal baselines at the
Jungfraujoch and JungfrauEastRidge correlatewell duringmore than50%of thedays.

Thepresented analysis of the parallelNtot andmeBCmeasurements at the two sites cannot explain thedetailed
mechanismsof the local aerosol transport, thiswill only bepossibly by including an in-depth local-scale analysis of
meteorological parameters.However, this study illustrates theusefulness of the additionalmeasurements at the
additional site JER,whichprovidehighly valuable quality assurance aspects for the long-termmonitoring at the JFJ.
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